It is generally agreed today that the single most important progress which needs to be made to improve the quality and naturalness of synthetic speech is towards a better understanding and control of prosody. This is true even for those languages which have been the object of considerable research (e.g. English, French, German, Japanese, …) -it is obviously still more true for the vast majority of the world's languages for which such research is either completely inexistant or is only in a fairly preliminary stage. Even for the best-researched languages, there is still very little reliable and robust data available on the prosodic characteristics of dialectal and/or stylisitic variability. It seems inevitable that the need for prosodic analysis of large speech data-bases from a great variety of languages and dialects as well as from different speech styles will increase exponentially over the next two or three decades. In this paper I present an overview ofProZed an aid for developing prosody rules for speech synthesis using the MOMEL and INTSINT [19] , algorithms and interfaced with the MBROLA , [12]MBROLIGN [23] and Praat [4] programs. It allows the interactive editing of a symbolic representation of an utterance in any of the twenty languages and dialects for which an MBROLA diphone database is currently available. ProZed defines a number of different levels of representation of varying abstraction. At the lowest level, representations are a specification of the identity of each phonemic segment together with its prosodic characteristics. More abstract representations allow the user to abstract away from speakerspecific characteristics in order to concentrate on the meaningful content of the utterance's prosody. It is evident that no tool is entirely innocent of theoretical bias and the tools described here are no exception to this rule. ProZed has, however, been designed to be as theory-independent as possible so that it could be used to describe intonation patterns in a number of different frameworks with the ultimate aim of providing a framework that could be used to evaluate competing models of prosody. The program is currently implemented as a set of Perl scripts. Like the other programs with which it is interfaced, ProZed will be freely distributed for non-commercial, non-military applications. It is hoped that this tool will greatly facilitate the task of phoneticians and linguists involved in developing efficient rules for speech synthesis for a wide variety of languages and dialects.
to distinguish four different levels of representation : the physical level, the phonetic level, the surface phonological level and the underlying phonological level. Each level of representation must conform to an interpretability constraint. which states that each level must be interpretable in terms of adjacent levels of representation. The underlying phonological level is conceived of as the interface between the representation of phonological form and syntactic/semantic interpretation. I shall not be concerned here any further with this level although it is this level which is presumably conditioned by the different factors listed above. In the rest of this paper I describe the phonetic and surface phonological levels of representation together with their implementation in ProZed. The aim of the research programme characterised by this approach is to develop automatic procedures which define a reversible mapping between acoustic data and phonetic representations on the one hand and between phonetic representations and phonological representations on the other hand. This programme aims, consequently, (at least as a first step) not to predict the prosodic characteristics of utterances but rather to reproduce these characteristics in a robust way from appropriate representations.
Phonetic representation
Following Trubetzkoy, I take the division between phonology and phonetics to be that between abstract qualitative characteristics on the one hand and continous quantitative variables on the other hand. The first step (phonetic representation) is consequently to reduce the acoustic data to a small set of quantitative values from which it is possible to reproduce the original data without significant loss of information.
Duration
A phonetic representation of duration is obtained simply by the alignment of symbols from a phonetic alphabet. (SAMPA [32] , [33] ) with the corresponding acoustic signal. Traditonally such alignments have been carried out manually. This task is very time-consuming and extremely errorprone. It has been estimated that it generally takes an experienced aligner more than fifteen hours to align phoneme labels for one minute of speech (nearly 1000 times real time). Software exists to carry out this task (or at least a first approximation) automatically ( [9] , [28] , [31] ). Such software, which generally uses hidden Markov modelling, requires a large hand-labelled training corpus. Recent experiments, however, ( [11] , [23] ) have shown that a reasonably accurate alignment of phonemic labels can be obtained without prior training by using a diphone synthesis system (such as that described in [12] ). Once the corpus to be labelled has been transcribed phonemically, a synthetic version is generated with a fixed duration for each phoneme and with a constant F0 value. A dynamic time warping algorithm is then used to transfer the phoneme labels from the synthetic speech to the original signal. Once the labels have been aligned with the speech signal, a second synthetic version is generated using the duration defined by the aligned labels and using the fundamental frequency of the original signal. This second version can then be re-aligned with the original signal using the same dynamic time-warping algorithm. The process can be re-iterated until no further improvement is made.
Fundamental frequency
Fundamental frequency is modelled using a quadratic spline function. The algortihm MOMEL (Erreur! Source du renvoi introuvable.) factors the raw F0 curve into two components: a microprosodic component corresponding to short-term variations of F0 which are conditioned by the nature of the individual phoneme, and a macroprosodic component which correpnds to the longer term variations independent of the nature of the phonemes. The output of the modelling is a sequence of target points corresponding to the linguistically significant pitch targets. Evaluation of the phonetic level of representation of F0 for English, French, Italian, Spanish and Swedish has been carried out within the MULTEXT project [30] , [2] using the EUROM1 corpus [7] . The results show that the algorithm is quite robust. On the English and French recordings (all together about one and a half hours of speech) about 5% of the target points needed manual correction. Many of these corrections involved systematic errors (in particular before pauses) which an improvement of the algorithm should eliminate.
Surface phonological representation
At this level, an utterance is represented as a sequence of phonemic segments. The relative duration of each phoneme is specified on a five-point scale. Each phoneme may also be accompanied by an abstract INTSINT tonal symbol together with a specification of its alignment with respect to the phoneme. INTSINT (an INternational Transcription System for INTonation) was developed during the preparation of a study of the intonation of twenty languages and was used to transcribe examples of intonation patterns for nine of these: British English, Spanish, European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, French, Romanian, Russian, Moroccan Arabic and Japanese. It aims to capture the surface distinctions used in different languages for building distinctive intonation patterns. Unlike many other transcription systems, including in particular ToBI INTSINT is entirely concerned with the representation of prosodic form rather than of prosodic function. In this sense it can be thought of as a prosodic equivalent of a narrow IPA transcription system for segmental transcriptions. INTSINT represents an intonation pattern as a sequence of 'tones', coding the relative height of the significant "target points" of the pattern. Three of these tones: Top, Mid and Bottom are assumed to be defined globally with respect to the speaker's pitch range. Three other tones: Higher, Same, Lower are defined locally with respect to the preceding tone. Two further tones Upstepped and Downstepped are similar to Higher and Lower but imply a smaller interval with respect to the preceding tone. Typically, Upstepped and Downstepped are used in iterative sequences whereas Higher and Lower will generally correspond to peaks and valleys. Table 1 (from [20] ) shows the orthographic and iconic symbols used in INTSINT. 
The choice of tonal symbols implies a quantification of the frequency domain. The alignment of the two sets of symbols, however, has not yet been the object of similar quantification. Instead, typically, the symbols are aligned graphically and analogically as in the following, a transcription of the French utterance "Il faut que je sois à Grenoble Samedi vers quinze heures." (I have to be in Grenoble by Saturday 3 p.m.):
The fact that INTSINT codes prosodic form rather than prosodic function means that it can be used as a data-driven tool for automatically extracting 'linguistic-like' information from acoustic data. In conjunction with MOMEL, which provides an automatic stylisation of F0 curves INTSINT has been used as a reversible coding system for F0 curves for a number of languages . and the representation system developed has now been implemented in two text-to-speech systems for French.
In the rest of this paper, rather than the iconic symbols used in (1) For the relative alignment of tones and segments, different levels of representation can be assumed. At a surface level Hirst (forthcoming) proposed to align tones with segments. The relative timing of the tone to the preceding segment can be specified by means of 4 symbols '[', '+',' -', and ']' corresponding to beginning, early, late and end respectively. When there is no diacritic it is assumed that the tone symbol is aligned with the middle of the preceding segment. In example 2 below the utterance "Like this" (/laIkDIs/) is pronounced with a Mid tone at the beginning (actually this tone will be interpreted as occurring in the middle of the pause preceding the utterance), the pitch then rises to a Top tone late in the diphthong /ai/, drops to a Downstepped tone late in the vowel /I/ and then falls to the Bottom of the speaker's pitch range in the middle of the final pause. All the segments are of average length except the final vowel, which is lengthened, and the final consonant, which is extra-lengthened. In the preliminary version of ProZed presented here only one tonal symbol per phoneme is allowed but more complex contours can be obtained by concatenating a sequence of appropriate phonemes. Phoneme durations are calculated from a table of means and standard deviations following [5] , tonal symbols are converted to F0 targets and the relative alignment of the target is specified as a percentage of the phoneme duration. Temporal, pitch and alignment parameters can be modified from default values dynamically by a statement of the form:
<parameter attribute=value> INTSINT can be used to test prosodic models for speech synthesis. In order to provide auditory feedback, the system has been interfaced with the MBROLA diphone speech synthesiser by means of a script written in Perl (Wall et al. 1991) which takes as input a tiered INTSINT file (.int) (like that of example 3 above) and provides as output an MBROLA file (.pho) with appropriate durations and pitch values. If the user has the MBROLA synthesiser, the appropriate set of diphones and a table of mean durations for the phonemes of the language (stored in the same directory as the program int2pho under the name durations.txt), int2pho can be used for any of the languages currently available for the MBROLA project.
The program calculates the segmental durations and pitch targets using a number of parameters. Parameters for duration are: tempo, extrashort, short, long, extralong. Parameters for F0 are base, range, lower, higher, upstep, downstep, same. Parameters for alignment are beginning, early, middle, late, end. All the parameters are initialised to standard values but any of them can be modified by the user in his transcription by inserting a line containing the symbol thename of the parameter and its new value between angle brackets. Thus for example tempo is assigned the default value of 1, a line containing : <parameter tempo=0.8> will increase the duration of segments from that point on by 20%. There are no restrictions as to the number of times parameters can be modified in a transcription. Lines containing the symbol ";" are treated as comments and together with empty lines are skipped.
Segmental duration is established by looking up the mean value for the phoneme in the file durations.txt, multiplying this by the appropriate lengthening or shortening ratio if necessary and multiplying the result by the tempo parameter.
The F0 target value is calculated by the following algorithm [20] : <B> is assigned the value of the parameter base. <T> is assigned the value of the parameter base multiplied by the parameter range. <M> is assigned the mean of <B> and <T>. The relative tones <H> and <U> are calculated by raising the value of the previous target towards the value of <T> by a proportion defined by the appropriate parameter higher or upstep. The relative tones <L>, <D> and <S> are calculated by lowering the value of the previous target towards the value of <B> by the appropriate parameter lower, downstep or same. Default values for higher and lower are 0.5, for upstep and downstep 0.25 and for same 0.1. The result of this algorithm is that a sequence of <D> tones will asymptotically decline (as observed by Pierrehumbert and Liberman 1984) and that a sequence of alternating H and L values will also asymptotically decline as in the figure2 without any need for a specific declination component. The algorithm described above is applied by default on a linear scale. It is however possible to apply the same algorithm on a log scale by modifying the parameter scale (i.e. by including the line <scale log>). The script at present does not allow the user to specify other scales (Mel, Bark, ERB etc.) to be used but providing for these would be simple.
The relative alignment of the tone with respect to the preceding phoneme is determined by the presence or absence of an alignment diacritic. When there is no alignment diacritic, the tone is aligned by default with the parameter middle, which is initialised to 50%. The other parameters determined by the diacritics [, -, +, ] are initialised respectively to 0, 25, 75 and 100%.
MBROLA in its present form interpolates linearly between target points. INTSINT assumes in fact that between target points there is a curvilinear interpolation, which enables users to make a much sparser representation of the intonation pattern. It is hoped that a future revision of MBROLA will allow users the option of interpolation with a quadratic spline function as described by Hirst 1983, Hirst et al. (in press ). Most models of prosody, in fact, do not assume, as I have done above, that tones are aligned with phonemes. Instead some higher-level constituent is often taken to be the level at which tones and segments are linked. In order to specify for example that a tone is aligned in some way with a syllable or a foot or a syllable rime rather with a particular segment it is necessary to indicate the appropriate sequence. This could be done simply either by a tiered representation such as: 4) . A tiered INTSINT representation of the word "nothing" aligned syllable by syllable with the sequences <M><T> and <BU>.
For a linear representation of the same structure it could be represented using parentheses (which are not used for any other purpose in the X-SAMPA proposal) to group the appropriate string of segments as in:
_M(nV)<H>(TIN)<BU>_ (5) . A linear INTSINT representation of the word "nothing" aligned syllable by syllable with the sequence <MTBU>.
Rather than this I shall prefer a slightly more complex form using a notation called polymetrical expressions as recently proposed for the representation of simultaneous sequences in music [3] . A polymetrical expression (A, B, C…) is taken to represent the simultaneous realisation of the sequences A, B, C etc.. This notation has the advantage that it could be extended to cover any number of different tiers rather than just two. Example 4 using this type of representation would be coded:
_<M>(nV, <H>)(TIN, <BU>)_ (6). A polymetrical INTSINT representation of the word "nothing" aligned syllable by syllable with the sequence <MTBU>. 3. Deriving 'linguistic-like' information from acoustic data. The next step in this project will be to develop a reverse model deriving a 'linguistic-like' representation from acoustic data. For surface representations this is relatively simple 1 . Preliminary results from the application of this system to the Eurom1 corpus Erreur! Source du renvoi introuvable. will be presented. For more abstract representations a number of challenging and interesting problems of phonetic interpretation arise which will be addressed in future work.
